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Machine intelligence impacts such a wide range of economic activities, 
including transportation, agriculture, healthcare, energy, retail, and 
manufacturing, among others, that it is difficult to fathom a single economic 
feature common across all implementations. However, there is: a drop in the 
cost of prediction. The recent advances in machine intelligence represent a 
staggering reduction in the cost of prediction. This is meaningful because 
prediction is an input to a host of activities, and when the cost of an input 
falls so precipitously, there are two foundational economic implications. 

1. Expanded use to new applications
First, not only will goods and services that use prediction as an input become 
cheaper, but we will begin to use prediction as an input for things for which 
we never previously did. As a historical example, consider semiconductors, 
an area of technological advance that caused a significant drop in the cost 
of a different foundational input: arithmetic. Activities for which arithmetic 
was a key input, such as data analysis and accounting, became much cheaper. 
However, in addition, we started using the newly “cheap arithmetic” to 
provide solutions to problems that were not traditionally arithmetic problems. 
An example is photography. We shifted from a film-oriented, chemistry-
based approach to a digital-oriented, arithmetic-based approach. Other new 
applications for cheap arithmetic include communications, music, and  
drug discovery.

The same goes for prediction. As the cost of prediction falls, not only 
will activities that were traditionally prediction-oriented, like inventory 
management and demand forecasting, become cheaper, but we’ll begin to 
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tackle other problems for which prediction was not traditionally an input. 
Consider navigation. Until recently, autonomous driving was limited to highly 
controlled environments such as warehouses and factories where programmers 
could anticipate the range of scenarios a vehicle may encounter and program 
if-then-else type decision algorithms accordingly (e.g., “If an object approaches 
the vehicle, then slow down”). As a result, it was inconceivable to put an 
autonomous vehicle on a city street because the number of possible scenarios 
in such an uncontrolled environment would require programming an almost 
infinite number of if-then-else statements. 

Inconceivable, that is, until recently. Once prediction became cheap, 
innovators reframed driving as a prediction problem. Rather than programing 
endless if-then-else statements, they instead simply asked the AI to predict: 
“What would a human driver do?” They outfitted vehicles with a variety of 
sensors – cameras, lidar, radar, etc. – and then collected millions of miles of 
human driving data. By linking the incoming environmental data from sensors 
on the outside of the car to the driving decisions made by the human inside 
the car (steering, braking, accelerating), the AI learned to predict how humans 
would react to each second of incoming data about their environment. Thus, 
prediction is now a major component of the solution to a problem that was 
previously not considered a prediction problem.

2. Changing values of other inputs
When the cost of a foundational input plummets, it often affects the value of 
other inputs. The value goes up for complements and down for substitutes. In 
the case of photography, the value of the hardware and software components 
associated with digital cameras went up as the cost of arithmetic dropped 
because demand increased – we wanted more of them. These components 
were complements to arithmetic; they were used together. In contrast, the 
value of film-related chemicals fell – we wanted less of them. 

All human activities can be described by five high-level components: data, 
prediction, judgment, action, and outcomes. For example, a visit to the 
doctor in response to pain leads to: 1) x-rays, blood tests, monitoring (data), 
2) diagnosis of the problem such as “if we administer treatment A, then 
we predict outcome X, but if we administer treatment B, then we predict 
outcome Y” (prediction), 3) weighing options: “given your age, lifestyle, 
and family status, I think you might be best with treatment A; let’s discuss 
how you feel about the risks and side effects” (judgment); 4) administering 
treatment A (action), and 5) full recovery with minor side effects (outcome).



As AIs improve, the value of human prediction skills will decrease because 
machine prediction will provide a cheaper and better substitute for human 
prediction, just as machines did for arithmetic. However, this does not spell 
doom for human jobs, as many experts suggest. That is because the value of 
human judgment skills will increase (complements). We’ll want more human 
judgment. For example, when prediction is cheap, then diagnosis will be 
more frequent and convenient, and thus we’ll detect many more early-stage, 
treatable conditions. This will drive up demand for treatment and emotional 
support, which is provided by humans. Overall, the value of prediction-related 
human skills will fall, but the value of judgment-related skills will rise.

The conference
So today, as you hear the presentations, learn about new applications, and 
experience the magic in the demos, we encourage you to reflect not only on 
the state-of-the-art of this technology but also on the trajectory of our shared 
future as these implementations develop, machine-based predictions continue 
their unrelenting march forward, and our judgment-related skills become ever 
more important for the development and prosperity of humankind. 

We will also briefly transition from immediate applications of narrow AI into 
a longer-term discussion of general intelligence, which transcends prediction 
and contemplates understanding. A few expert practitioners, not just science 
fiction writers and futurists, are convinced that eventually “AIs will compete 
and cooperate with us just like other people, but with greater diversity and 
asymmetries. So, we need to set up mechanisms (social, legal, political, 
cultural) to ensure this works out well. Inevitably, conventional humans will be 
less important. Step 1 – Lose your sense of entitlement. Step 2 – Include AIs 
in your circle of empathy.” (Professor Richard Sutton, University of Alberta)

Buckle up.

Here’s to a productive conference,

Ajay Agrawal
Professor, University of Toronto
Founder, Creative Destruction Lab

These ideas are adapted from my article with Joshua Gans and Avi Goldfarb: “Managing the Machines: AI is making 
prediction cheap, posing new challenges for managers” (2016).
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AI Today: Equal Parts Inspiration and 
Reality

Usually when we all go to conferences  
about the future, we say that next big step 
forward is just around the bend, “in two 
or three years.” And every year we repeat 
ourselves, and the future keeps getting 
pushed further back.

Except in AI. In our field, for the last few years, we feel like the future is 
racing right at us. This year, the second of this event, many expectations 
we had last year now feel too conservative.

AI, for so many years, lived only in academic research. Thanks to partners 
like the University of Toronto and CIFAR, it did live. Today, AI has taken 
one foot out of research and put it right into business. We are seeing new 
products and services that make lives better – at work, at home, and on 
the way back and forth. 

If these two communities – AI and business – successfully come together, 
we can bring about a better future, faster. So our fund is honored to 
welcome you to this event, bridging the AI of the imagining with the AI  
of the doing.

Welcome to my hometown!

Shivon Zilis
Partner, Bloomberg Beta
ML7 Fellow, Creative Destruction Lab



CONFERENCE AGENDA

8:00 Check-in and light breakfast

8:30 Welcome
Tiff Macklem (Dean, Rotman School of Management; former Senior 
Deputy Governor, Bank of Canada), The Honourable Navdeep Singh 
Bains (Minister of Innovation, Science, and Economic Development)

8:35 Machine Intelligence: The Final Frontier?
Chris Hadfield (Astronaut)

8:50 The Economics of AI: Prediction and Judgement
Ajay Agrawal (University of Toronto) 

9:05 AI Landscape
Shivon Zilis and James Cham (Partners, Bloomberg Beta)

9:20 New Applications of AI
Sabrina Atienza (Founder, Qurious.io), Anthony Goldbloom 
(Founder, Kaggle), Sean Gourley (Founder, Primer.ai), 
Tomi Poutanen (Founder, Layer 6 AI)
Moderator: Karin Klein (Partner, Bloomberg Beta)

Integrating AI Acquisitions
Lior Ron (Otto, acquired by Uber), Richard Socher (Metamind, 
acquired by Salesforce), William Tunstall-Pedoe (Evi, acquired 
by Amazon)
Moderator: Alexandra Suich (The Economist)

9:55



10:20 Introducing Next AI
Annick Dufort (Next AI), Graham Taylor (University of Guelph; 
Next AI)

10:25 Break

10:45 AI and Healthcare
Nicolas Chapados (Founder, Imagia), Brendan Frey (Founder, Deep 
Genomics), Aditya Khosla (Founder, PathAI)
Moderator: Kenneth Cukier (The Economist)

11:15 AI and Image Data
Sanja Fidler and Raquel Urtasun (University of Toronto)

11:30 Crucial Questions for Applying AI
Barney Pell (NASA, Founder: Moon Express, LocoMobi, Powerset)

11:45 What is Intelligence? 
Frans de Waal (Emory University), Suzanne Gildert and Geordie Rose 
(Co-Founders, Kindred)

Lunch
Generously sponsored by Scotiabank
Machine Intelligence Demos

12:25



1:30 Is this Time Different? The Opportunities and Challenges 
of AI
Jason Furman (Chair, President Obama’s Council of Economic 
Advisers), Joshua Gans (Chief Economist, Creative Destruction Lab; 
University of Toronto), Michael Chui (Partner, McKinsey Global 
Institute), Pedro Domingos (University of Washington)
Moderator: Matthew Bishop (The Economist)

2:15 Why Will Advances in Machine Intelligence Be So 
Transformational? 
Steve Jurvetson (Partner, Draper Fisher Jurvetson)
In conversation with Ajay Agrawal (University of Toronto) 

2:45 What’s Next? The Research Frontier  
Presented by CIFAR
Yoshua Bengio (CIFAR Fellow, Université de Montréal), Geoffrey 
Hinton (CIFAR Fellow, University of Toronto; Distinguished Researcher, 
Google), Ruslan Salakhutdinov (Carnegie Mellon University), Richard 
Sutton (CIFAR Fellow, University of Alberta)
Moderator: Steve Lohr (The New York Times)

3:25 Creative Destruction Lab Awards
Presented by: The Honourable Kathleen Wynne (Premier of Ontario)

3:40 Break



4:00 AI and the Production of Food 
Max Bruner (Founder, Mavrx), Katya Kudashkina (Founder, UDIO),  
Lee Redden (Founder, Blue River Technology), Diane Wu (Founder, 
Trace Genomics)
Moderator: Ravi Mattu (Financial Times)

4:30 Investing in AI 
Frank Chen (Partner, Andreessen Horowitz), Arielle Zuckerberg 
(Partner, Kleiner Perkins Caufield & Byers), Matt Turck (Managing 
Director, FirstMark), Bradford Cross (DCVC)
Moderator: Alexandra Suich (The Economist)

5:00 How to Build the Most Responsible AI Future? 
Tim Hwang (Public Policy Counsel, Google), Jack Clark (Strategy and 
Communications Director, OpenAI)  
Moderator: Shivon Zilis (Partner, Bloomberg Beta)

5:15 A Future with Intelligent Machines 
Jerry Kaplan (Author; Fellow, The Center for Legal Informatics, Stanford 
University), Kevin Kelly (Author; Founding Executive Editor, Wired).
Moderator: Jonathan Vanian (Fortune Magazine)

5:55 Concluding Remarks
Ajay Agrawal and Shivon Zilis

6:00 Cocktail Reception
Generously Sponsored by D-Wave


